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ABSTRACT
In the area of physical attacks, system-on-chip (SoC) designs have not received the same level of attention as simpler micro-controllers. We try to model the behavior of secure software running on a superscalar out-of-order microprocessor typical of more complex SoC, in the presence of electromagnetic (EM) pulses. We first show that it is possible, in a black box approach, to corrupt the loop iteration count of both original and hardened versions of two sensitive loops. We propose a characterization methodology based on very simple codes, to understand and classify the fault effects at the level of the instruction set architecture (ISA). The resulting classification includes the well established instruction skip and register corruption models, as well as new effects specific to more complex processors, such as operand substitution, multiple correlated register corruptions, advanced control-flow hijacking, and combinations of all reported effects. This diversity and complexity of effects can lead to powerful attacks. The proposed methodology and fault classification at ISA level is a first step towards a more complete characterization. It is also a tool supporting the designers of software and hardware countermeasures.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Hardware attacks and countermeasures; Software and application security; • Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber-physical systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Physical attacks and specifically fault attacks have long been a serious threat in the world of embedded secure devices. Sensitive data are stored in devices like smart cards and passports, designed to resist such physical attacks. Tamper resistance is also part of the certification of security protocols, encryption and authentication codes, boot loaders, etc., and the devices themselves [6]. A variety of techniques, such as electromagnetic (EM) pulses, power or clock glitches, laser beams, have been applied to a variety of devices [28].

†With Google AI at the time of publication.
In an era of ubiquitous smart devices, higher integration enables complex, higher performance system-on-chip (SoC) architectures to take over simpler micro-controllers in a wide variety of secure applications. Until recently, microprocessor architecture and SoC complexity were considered strong deterrents for thwarting fault attacks [26]. However, recent papers showed that fault attacks are also effective on such devices [15, 23, 25], prompting the attention of security researchers to complex microarchitectures.

EM fault injection does not require specific chip preparation and offers an interesting trade-off between affordability and precision. It has been proven effective on simple microarchitectures [8, 16] and features relatively well understood fault models [11, 16]. SoCs and complex architectures have not received the same level of attention yet. A handful of recent studies targeting complex SoC reported feasible exploitation [15]. However, the achievable effects remain poorly understood; characterizing the effects of EM pulses on complex microarchitectures is a necessary step to enable the design of effective software and hardware countermeasures.

This paper analyzes the behavior of secure software running on a superscalar out-of-order microprocessor in the presence of EM pulses. Following a black box approach, we successfully corrupt the loop iteration count of vanilla as well as hardened versions of two sensitive loops running on an ARM Cortex-A9 processor. We propose a step-by-step methodology using very simple codes to understand and classify the fault effects at the level of the instruction set architecture (ISA).1 The well established instruction skip and register corruption models are part of this classification, together with new effects specific to more complex processors. The latter include operand substitution, multiple correlated register corruptions, advanced control-flow hijacking, and combinations of all reported effects. This diversity and complexity of effects can lead to powerful attacks. The proposed ISA-level classification and analysis on secure software is a first step towards a more complete characterization of EM-induced faults.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes the hardware and software setup. Serving as a motivation for the whole study, Section 4 conducts a sensitivity analysis of vanilla and hardened versions of representative loops. Section 5 presents a step-by-step methodology and derives an initial fault model classification. We further extend these models to interpret the faults observed on the sensitive loops in Section 6, wrapping up a first characterization. Section 7 concludes with directions towards a more complete characterization.

2 RELATED WORK
Since the pioneering exploit of a CRT-RSA implementation [4], fault attacks targeting cryptographic applications have been under the spotlight of security research and new studies are published every year [28]. Such fault attacks are either described at an algorithmic level [1, 8] or target a specific implementation [5, 9]. They rely on the attacker’s ability to inject and exploit fault effects on a sensitive application: e.g., a skipped instruction or corrupted variable. As a result, most studies considered the injection or exploitation dimensions, while the characterization of possible fault effects received less attention. This is particularly true of modeling efforts targeting the hardware/software interface.

Moro et al. proposed a first ISA-level characterization of EM fault injection on a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 processor [16]. Observing that EM fault injections can alter transfers from the Flash memory, they model these effects as load value corruption or instruction replacement at ISA level. Also, 25% of these instruction replacements happen to be equivalent to skipping an instruction. Riviere et al. reported that due to the presence of an instruction cache or prefetch buffer, some instructions (previously fetched) can be replayed as a consequence of EM fault injection on an ARM Cortex-M4 processor [22]. Yuce et al. [27] targeted a 7-stage-pipeline 32-bit LEON3 processor using voltage glitch injection, which can lead to the corruption of up to 5 consecutive instructions—each one in a different pipeline stage.

Dureuil et al. [11] proposed to infer a probabilistic fault model from a series of iterative fault injection campaigns running dedicated test codes. This model is the basis for the robustness evaluation of an application using a simulator. While the accuracy of the inferred probabilistic fault model is highly dependent on the first set of experiments, this work highlights the importance of crafting adequate test codes to analyse fault effects.

Kelly et al. proposed a methodology to characterize a fault model from laser injections on an 8-bit AVR microcontroller [13]. They performed a whole chip scan running test codes consisting of a single instruction from different classes. They mapped every instruction (class) to one or more sensitive areas on the chip and associated it with different observable effects. A deeper investigation revealed that laser beam injection on a selected sensitive area enables to skip an instruction. This methodology shows the importance to use specific test codes to determine fault effects at ISA level, yet the authors did not propose a classification of all observed effects.

The injection of faults on more complex SoC has recently raised the interest of security researchers. Attacks targeting an ARM Cortex-A9 platform—typical of early smartphones—attempted privilege escalation in Linux using power glitches [23].

1The ISA is the lowest level available to a programmer implementing secure applications.
and to bypass secure boot protections using laser injection [25]. Majeric et al. [15] successfully injected EM-induced faults targeting a hardware AES implementation on a similar SoC. These early studies demonstrate the feasibility to target a specific SoC location without altering the behavior of the full chip. All these works report on the feasibility of exploiting fault injections, but their effects at ISA level are not yet understood. The characterization of fault effects on complex microarchitectures is yet to come, in particular the effects of EM fault injection.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This section details the fault injection setup including the targeted hardware device and the software environment supporting the attack campaigns and analyses.

3.1 Device under test

All attacks have been realized on a widespread SoC typical of automotive and Internet of Things (IoT) applications. It consists of a dual-core 32-bit ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore on CMOS 40nm technology implementing the ARMv7-a ISA and clocked at up to 1 GHz. From experiments, we measured a performance around 80M instructions per second.

The following features of the Cortex-A9 microarchitecture stand out from previous studies of simpler in-order processors such as secure element micro-controllers [16, 27]:

- 8-stage variable-latency pipeline;
- superscalar, dual-issue instruction decoder;
- register renaming with out-of-order write-back;
- branch predictor (with a branch target buffer);
- 64B loop buffer bypassing the instruction cache.

The memory hierarchy features separate level 1 instruction and data caches of 32KB each, a unified level 2 cache of 256KB, along with several external memory interfaces (DDR3, NAND-Flash and NOR-Flash). The SoC is embedded in a development board suitable for instrumentation on the test bench, including a serial port (UART) and GPIO signals.

3.2 Attack setup

Electromagnetic fields (EM) are a suitable physical quantity to observe or disturb a running processor. We used the EM injection bench presented in Figure 1. It is composed of an automated XY-table where the target board is placed, a generator capable of injecting pulses from 6ns to 150ns and up to ±400V, an oscilloscope, an EM probe and an EM injector. The EM probe is a coil of copper used to monitor and time the moment of the injection very precisely, and to observe the effects. The EM injector is also a coil of copper, reeled around a piece of ferrite to focus the EM field. The board is connected through a serial port to a control PC to communicate data for analysis. Every component is connected to the control PC which synchronizes the necessary actions after an initial GPIO trigger.

Figure 1: Diagram of the automated EM injection platform

Multiple parameters must be set when injecting a fault such as spatial location, temporal location, injection voltage, pulse polarity and duration. The parameters space is too large to be exhaustively tested. One has to focus on most meaningful parameters [22]. Our goal was to obtain a successful setup (spatial location, voltage and duration of injection) that injects exploitable faults with high probability. Following a trial and error scheme [11], we selected the sensitive location highlighted in Figure 2, a duration of 6ns and a pulse voltage of 310V. Lower voltage reduces the occurrence of successful faults while higher voltage mutes the SoC more frequently. Overall, the timing offset to inject the fault after the initial GPIO trigger is the only parameter varying during our experiments. It lets us target different instructions as the processor runs a given test code. In the following, an attack campaign refers to series of experiments on the same test code, each experiment consisting of a single EM pulse, and varying the timing offset of injection.

Figure 2: EM probe and EM injector (left) as well as their positioning over the SoC surface (right); the axis represents the SoC package

3.3 Software setup

We derive the most appropriate instant to inject an EM disturbance from the EM probe measurements. First of all, to
ease the detection of the targeted code’s pattern in the EM trace, we inserted a sequence of 200 nops before and after the targeted region in the binary code. These sequences exhibit much lower EM emissions that are easily detected on the trace. Figure 3 shows the EM trace of an execution of a loop where the pulse has been injected at the fifth iteration. In Figure 3, we can observe the different loop iterations (small peaks) as well as nop sequences (flat parts), and the fault injection itself (high oversized and truncated peak).

For every fault injection, different types of results can be observed. They are classified and assigned to different groups among:

- **no fault**: the output buffer content exactly matches the reference one: the fault has no visible effect;
- **successful fault**: the output buffer contents does not match the reference one;
- **mute**—the board did not reply to the command; its status is undefined (the board needs a hard reset).

For each successful fault, the received values may be analyzed to help identify what happened at ISA level.

## 4 Preliminary Fault Sensitivity Analysis

Attacks in the cryptography [9, 12] and systems [17] literature often target loops, aiming for early or deferred loop exit. We would first like to assess the practicality of such control flow disruption on sensitive loops.

### 4.1 Loop benchmarks

We selected two loops for their representativity of sensitive code and small enough to make the analysis of fault effects tractable:

- the `memcpy`-like function in Listing 1 is typical of firmware updates subject to buffer overflow attacks [17]; instead of copying, values in the source and destination buffers are added to ease result analysis;
- the `memcmp`-like function with early exit in Listing 2 resembles authentication schemes such as PIN verification [10]; again, to facilitate analysis, the outcome of the comparison is stored in a destination buffer at every iteration.

```c
for (k=0; k<n; k++) {
    dst[k] += src[k];
}
Listing 1: Simple loop
```

```c
for (k=0; k<n; k++) {
    dst[k] = (src1[k] != src2[k]);
    if (dst[k])
        break;
}
Listing 2: Multiple exit loop
```

The second loop is structurally more complex than the first one: it has two different exits. Moreover, its early exit condition depends on a comparison between data read from memory whereas the loop exit of the first loop only depends on a monotonically increasing counter.

### 4.2 First fault injection campaign

We conducted an attack campaign on both loops, stepping pulse injections through all instructions executed in a given iteration. Table 1 shows the results.
Table 1: Classification of EM pulse results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>No Fault</th>
<th>Mute</th>
<th>Successful faults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>loop1</td>
<td>12663 (93.0%)</td>
<td>403 (2.9%)</td>
<td>555 (4.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loop2</td>
<td>14287 (95.0%)</td>
<td>341 (2.4%)</td>
<td>372 (2.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fraction of successful faults is consistent with existing results on simpler devices [24]. Successful faults can be further divided into two classes: a harmful fault led to corrupted output values and taking the wrong exit (incorrect number of iterations or taking the wrong exit in the second loop); a harmless fault where output are not nominal but still indicate a correct number of loop iterations and taken exit branch. Table 2 shows the proportion of successful faults that are classified as harmful or harmless: 15% of the successful faults on the first loop break the security property and up to 80% of the successful faults on the second loop. Since the latter involves more registers and instructions in its exit conditions, its attack surface is higher, explaining the higher number of successful faults. These campaigns demonstrate our injection setup’s effectiveness on simple loops on a complex microarchitecture.

Table 2: Breakdown of successful faults

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Harmful faults</th>
<th>Harmless faults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>loop1</td>
<td>87 (15.7%)</td>
<td>468 (84.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loop2</td>
<td>299 (80.4%)</td>
<td>73 (19.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Fault injection campaign on hardened code

We selected two hardening schemes from the literature, one dedicated to loops [20] and a general-purpose scheme [21]. The first scheme replicates the loop exit condition and the slice of instructions involved in its computation. Both conditions are compared at each iteration. Any fault impacting one of the computations is detected and leads to an error handler. This countermeasure is designed to resist under the instruction skip and register corruption fault models.

The second scheme, called SWIFT, is based on a duplication of all instructions. This scheme also introduces a signature-based control-flow integrity mechanism: every basic block has its own signature; two variables track signature updates at branches using both original and duplicated predicates. This scheme is designed to detect control-flow hijacking and any register corruption resulting from one Single Event Upset [2] where a single bit is flipped.

These countermeasures are designed to be target independent. The loop hardening scheme was validated on a simple micro-controller, the ARM Cortex-M3 [20]; implemented in the llvm middle-end, it is immediately applicable to more complex processors with similar ISA (ARMv7-m vs. ARMv7-a). SWIFT was originally designed for IA64, taking advantage of its instruction predication and wide-issue logic. We adapted it to the ARMv7 assembly language. Since both schemes behave very similarly on the simple control flow of the loop1 benchmark, we report the SWIFT results on the loop2 benchmark only.

In the following, loop1-sec and loop2-sec refer to the application of the loop hardening scheme to both loop benchmarks, whereas loop2-swift corresponds to the second loop hardened with SWIFT.

We conducted attack campaigns on these hardened loops. The results include an additional class called Detected fault, counting EM pulses resulting into a detected fault with a corrupted output buffer. Figure 4 shows interesting results. Hardening the code significantly reduces the probability of a successful attack, and this is the case for both countermeasures. The countermeasures do detect some of the faults, this is consistent with our preliminary analysis that some injections led to skipping an instruction or corrupting a register. However, as numerous faults are not detected, these results also suggest that EM pulses may induce complex effects at software level that are not caught by the countermeasures. Further fault characterization is required to better understand the achievable effects visible at ISA level.
5 CHARACTERIZING AND MODELING FAULTS

To characterize the different fault effects, let us step back from loop benchmarks and switch to a set of much simpler (synthetic) codes. The simpler codes are designed to exercise a narrower set of microarchitectural elements (registers, functional units, data path). The attack campaign considers codes of increasing complexity and microarchitectural footprint. This step by step methodology facilitates the isolation of (faulty) effects; it also enables designing subsequent experiments from the previously observed effects.

5.1 Sequence of nop

Without prior knowledge on the effect of electromagnetic injection on this complex SoC, we started from the most basic example consisting of a linear sequence of nop instructions.

On a campaign of 3000 runs, we observed 142 mute s but no successful fault. It appears that, at ISA level, neither registers nor instructions have been corrupted. This was somewhat surprising to us given the observed register corruption on the loop benchmarks. One may immediately deduce that there is no general instruction replacement going on: any replacement, if it occurs, has no effect on the architectural registers. In particular, this experiment rules out any of thin air instruction replacement on or before the decode stage.

By construction, it is not possible to detect instruction skip on such a code, which brings us to the following experiment.

5.2 Single counter incrementation

Our second test example consists of a sequence of add r0, r0, #1 instructions. By incrementing only one register, we attempt to correlate corruption effects with instruction operands.

Among all successful faults, only r0 has been corrupted. This is an important result consistent with the previous experiment on a sequence of nops. It also indicates that the microarchitecture does not implement nop as an instruction involving one or more register operands (e.g., add r0, r0, #0).

We also analyzed the faulted values observed in r0. Most of these correspond to twice the expected (unfaulted) value plus a small negative offset. Occasionally three or four times. This could be explained by the selection of an architectural or bypass logic register instead of the expected constant #1. The offset is proportional to the number of instructions remaining to be executed after the fault affecting r0. We could confirm this timing correlation on the EM trace. The proportionality is faithfully observed except in very rare cases where the offset is smaller; this suggests (rare) additional effects such as instruction skip and bit flips. At ISA level, it can be modeled as the replacement of one or more instructions add r0, r0, #1 by add r0, r0, r0. Given the selectivity of the observed values, we can also rule out a functional unit replacement, e.g., sll r0, r0, #1 would be an alternative replacement but such an explanation would authorize replacements with more arithmetic and logic operations leading to a much wider distribution of observed values.

We then studied the sensitivity to the register operand number. Replacing r0 with r5 in the sequence of additions showed that only r5 was faulted, which is consistent with the previous findings. Yet the faulted values now behave differently: we now observe values consistent with a majority of replacement with add r5, r5, r0 and a minority with add r5, r5, r5! This motivates further study of the influence of the register operand number in the fault effects, which will be the purpose of the following experiment.

So far, 96% of these two experiments can be explained with the replacement of one operand, but the exact nature of this replacement remains obscure at this point. Many microarchitectural effects could explain the observed results: corruption may take place in the registers themselves, in selectors/multiplexers addressing architectural or physical register banks, or the bypass logic. We are also not sure how many registers and/or instructions have been corrupted, but several observations hint at multiple faults, possibly correlated/coupled.

5.3 Multiple counter incrementation

The next experiment runs a sequence of add rx, rx, Cx instructions where Cx is a different constant for every register, with x ranging from 0 to 9. This configuration has four advantages. First of all, since the sequence features additions only, it mitigates complexity. Second, it touches multiple registers, but none of these induces any dependence. Third, the distance between two instructions modifying the same register is 10 instructions, limiting time-dependent effects associated with out-of-order execution or pipelining. Finally, every register is incremented using a different immediate constant (Cx). We used prime numbers to reduce chances of collision in corrupted values.

This campaign hints at the number of instructions or registers that may be impacted by a single injection, as well as the potential interaction between simultaneously executed instructions. And our observations indicate that many registers can be corrupted by a single fault. As previously observed, only registers occurring as instruction operands are corrupted, and we also observe that all registers have the same sensitivity to corruption or to be used as a source operand in a replacement (resulting in the corruption of another register). Figure 5 shows the distribution of the number

---

2 Small relative to the initial value of r0, see Section 3.
The injection pulse duration is really short (6ns) and does not affect the frequency of this effect targeting different registers with multiple instructions. In an attempt to reduce the number of simultaneous corruptions, we replayed the last campaign inserting one or several nop instructions between every addition. The average number of simultaneously corrupted registers effectively went down from 3.8 to 3.2 with 1 nop, 1.8 with 2 nops, 1.7 with 4 nops, and to 1.1 with 50 nops.

These experiments confirm that a single fault may affect several in-flight instructions.

5.5 Fault models and classification

To summarize our findings, we observed and analyzed different fault effects and highlighted different of their properties: a register not used by the processor has a very low probability of being corrupted; all registers seem to have the same sensitivity despite a fixed EM-pulse spatial position; registers value can be directly corrupted (multiple bit-flips or most-significant half-word reset); all alive registers can be corrupted at once. The analysis is already delicate, even on such a simple code. Yet some behaviors can still be explained thanks to the setup of initial register values. We observed that some registers received the values expected for other ones. At ISA level, it can be modeled as the replacement of add r2, r2, #5 with r2, r2, #5. We also observed correlated results of a single injection according to the type of effect observable at ISA level:

- **Instruction skip**: one instruction is skipped.
- **Register most-significant half-word (mshw) reset**: the corrupted value corresponds to a reset of the 16 most-significant bits of the expected value.
- **Register corruption**: the corrupted value is either derived from another existing one (bit flips) or does not seem correlated to any in-flight value.
- **Source operand substitution**: an immediate value or a source register of an instruction is not the expected one; the corrupted value usually comes from the immediate or source register operand of another instruction.

In most cases, results cannot be explained directly by a single one of the four previous groups. Instead, a combination of these effects is needed, often with strongly coupled composite effects:

- Combined skip of an instruction and replay of a previously executed one.
- Combined register corruptions leading to correlated corrupted values.
- Repeated occurrences of the same fault effects, such as instruction skip or register corruption with or without correlated values.
- Sometimes, **mixed faults** that correspond to two or more distinct of the above, without any apparent correlation.

Moreover, the instructions impacted in these fault effect do not necessary form consecutive intervals due to out-of-order execution. Also, the occurrence rate of all these fault patterns are not equal. The precise effect of one injection is
known to be difficult to predict. However, we observed several times some faulty outputs with the same values. Hence, the probability to reproduce some faults is far from negligible.

Based on these analysis and classification, we can revisit the yet unexplained results from more complex loop examples. This is the purpose of the next section.

6 LOOPING BACK
A major difference between the previous test codes and the more complex loops resides in the instruction mix. In addition to arithmetic operations, loops contain memory accesses (load/store) and branches, and access more diverse data coming from memory. Also, the results are more difficult to analyze due to the propagation of the fault effects until the contents of the output buffer can be retrieved.

6.1 Loop analysis w.r.t. fault classification
To analyze results from successful faults on loop test codes, we first considered the fault effect classification established in the previous section. As a faulted contents of the output buffer can sometimes be explained with more than one single ISA-level effect, we prioritized the models in reverse order of their (apparent) complexity: we first look for a skipped instruction, and subsequently for operand substitution, register corruption, composite faults, and eventually mixed models. We managed to classify a significant part of the results, but some effects remain unexplained when considering these fault models only.

Some values loaded from memory areas have been corrupted while source memory remains unaltered. These values follow two patterns: either similar to alive register contents with several flipped bits or values apparently not correlated to any available values but repeated over injections. The latter ones can be explained by values from other memory areas and thus be related to an operand substitution in the load instruction. The former pattern can be modeled by a register corruption as already observed. However, we cannot ensure that it does not come from a corruption of the memory transfer itself. Moreover, we encountered this case several times highlighting a sensitivity of load instruction. We call this a load corruption effect.

The second of these new effects is much more original and is best understood at the level of the control-flow graph (CFG) of the function. Some injections on hardened versions can only be explained by a jump from the end of a basic block (linear sequence of instructions without a branch) directly to the beginning of another one. When the target block is an illegal destination block in the CFG, we name this effect a magic edge. We did not observe any random jumps to the middle of basic blocks. This behavior hints at the corruption of the branch target buffer or another branch prediction mechanism, rather than a more direct effect on the program counter that would have led to a greater diversity of target addresses (i.e., one would have observed jumps into the middle of basic blocks).

The occurrence of such a magic edge may induce an early exit that bypasses all the control blocks of a loop-centric countermeasure. It is not detected by SWIFT either, although it is meant to protect against a very wide range of control-flow hijacking patterns. Overall, this new effect provides a powerful attack vehicle, although it seems difficult at this point to precisely control the target of a magic edge.

6.2 Fault classification on loops
Let us now classify all the successful faults observed during the different attack campaigns on loop benchmarks.

As the hardened loops leave some faults undetected, we applied a costly combination of both countermeasures to the loop2 example from Listing 2. We first applied loop scheme from [20] and hardened the resulting code using SWIFT scheme. We refer to this version as loop2-sec+swift. We also ran an attack campaign on this version.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of successful faults according to all the fault models established in this paper, for all loop benchmarks. Note that the ratio of instruction skip may be slightly skewed (in excess) due to the priority we assigned to this model in the classification methodology (cf. Section 6.1). Also, the single faults are displayed first for every fault model, before any composite faults. Note that 15% of the successful faults remain unexplained. Further investigation is needed, involving additional attack campaigns and analyses.

The results also show that all fault models have been observed in every attack campaign. The proportion of a given fault model varies widely across the test codes, but composite effects are always far from negligible.

Let us now focus on the classification of the fault effects that manage to bypass the software countermeasures of the hardened loops, by considering only harmful (undetected) faults. Figure 7 selects some of the effects listed in Figure 6, detailing the breakdown of successful faults.

We can observe that most of the single faults (from Figure 6) are either detected or harmless. The harmful single faults, magic edge excluded, are most often due to an operand substitution (destination register) that leads to a double register corruption that bypasses the detection mechanisms.

Harmful faults are mainly due to composite faults or magic edges. However, composite faults affecting differently an original computation and its duplicated version are detected: 48% of the composite faults of Figure 6 are no more present
in Figure 7. The remaining composite faults bypass the countermeasures and represent a large fraction of the undetected faults.

Magic edges represent a real threat for all the hardened versions. A single magic edge cannot be detected by the first (loop-centric) countermeasure. For the hardened versions of loop2, around 33% of mixed faults are a combination of a magic edge and another corruption. In particular, stacking the two countermeasures (version loop2-swift+sec) is not sufficient to entirely protect against magic edge and composite effects.

Also, code size may grow exponentially with the stacking of countermeasures: ×3 for loop2-sec and loop2-swift and ×11 for loop2-swift+sec. This advocates for further investigation of fault effects on complex microarchitectures to provide a more complete characterization. It would enable the deployment of protection schemes intrinsically resistant to multiple faults. A mix of software and hardware countermeasures seems particularly attractive to mitigate overhead.

7 CONCLUSION

We first established the vulnerability of loop-based applications to electromagnetic (EM) fault injections targeting an out-of-order superscalar processor. Following a black-box approach and relying on widely available equipment, we demonstrated the exploitation of this vulnerability by locally disrupting the control flow of hardened versions of sensitive loops. We also demonstrated that state-of-the-art software countermeasures could reduce the probability of success of such attacks, but fail to achieve levels of protection comparable with running the same hardened loops on simpler micro-controllers.

We proposed a step-by-step methodology to characterize the fault effects at the level of the instruction set architecture (ISA), starting from extremely simple yet carefully designed code fragments, and following on with loop benchmarks including loops hardened with software countermeasures. We applied this methodology to identify a range of fault models, some already well-known observed on simpler processors such as instruction skip or register corruption, as well as newer ones, potentially very powerful and specific to complex microarchitectures. Among the latter, we observed and classified correlated effects such as instruction skip and replay, operand substitution and magic-edge control flow hijacking, as well as compositions of such effects.

These results explain the wide vulnerabilities left open by state-of-the-art software countermeasures designed for conventional fault models. In particular, they highlight the fundamental weakness of replication-based software-only protections, aimed at single, localized faults. The correlated and mixed fault models we characterize seem to evade such replication tactics. Our results motivate further research in two directions: (1) broadening the characterization of EM fault injection at ISA level, covering microarchitectures from different vendors taped out with different technological nodes and exploring more die locations, and (2) designing and evaluating hardware or hybrid hardware-software countermeasures capable of detecting multiple fault effects with strong correlations, as well as advanced control flow hijacking.
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